
Putting It Together
• Laminate the Big Seasonal Tree Bulletin 

Board for durability.
• Display the Big Seasonal Tree Bulletin Board 

on a wall or a bulletin board.
• Refer to the diagram above for a picture of 

the Big Seasonal Tree Bulletin Board.

Big Seasonal Tree
Bulletin Board
RESOURCE GUIDE

Title 
Ideas

Tree-mendous Work!

Out on a Limb

Getting to the Root of It

Tree-riffic ____ Graders!

Tree of Knowledge
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Classroom Management
Fruits of Good Work  Let students brainstorm 
some class rules such as Raise your hand 
before speaking, Listen carefully, Keep your 
area clean, etc. Write the rules on copies of 
the leaf patterns (page 4) and display them 
around the Big Seasonal Tree Bulletin Board. 
Write rewards such as 15 minutes of free time, 
Sit with a friend, etc., on copies of the apple 
patterns (page 4) and display them on the tree. 
When students follow classroom rules, allow them 
to “pick” apple rewards from the Big Seasonal 
Tree. Title the display Fruits of Good Work. 

Helping Hands  Reward good behavior with 
the Big Seasonal Tree Bulletin Board. Display 
the Big Seasonal Tree on a wall or a bulletin 
board. Have each student trace his handprint on 
construction paper and write his name on it. As 
students are “caught being good” or exhibiting 
helpful behavior toward others, attach their 
handprints to the Big Seasonal Tree. Remove 
handprints from the tree when students behave 
inappropriately. 

Language Arts
Word Family Tree  Use a write-on/wipe-away 
marker to write a word family ending on each 
of the leaf clump accents (for example, -at, -ow, 
-ump, and -est). Attach the leaf clumps to the 
Big Seasonal Tree Bulletin Board. Invite students 
to the bulletin board to brainstorm words that 
belong in each corresponding word family. Write 
the words on copies of the leaf pattern (page 4) 
as students suggest them. Display the leaves 
with the corresponding word family leaf clump.

Alphabet Tree  Write the letters of the alphabet 
on apple or acorn patterns (page 4). As you 
teach each letter of the alphabet, attach each 
pattern to the tree. Review previously taught 
letters throughout the day by pointing to each 
pattern and having a student recite each letter 
name. Read the book The Alphabet Tree by Leo 
Lionni (Dragonfly, 1990) when you use the Big 
Seasonal Tree to teach the alphabet. 

Poetry Tree  Enhance a unit on poetry with the 
Big Seasonal Tree Bulletin Board. Write various 
types of poetry, such as haiku, cinquain, acrostic, 

and free verse, on the leaf clump accents and 
display them on the Big Seasonal Tree. Make 
copies of the apple (or acorn) pattern (page 4) 
and distribute to students. Invite students to write 
their favorite poems on their patterns and attach 
them to the Big Seasonal Tree. To extend the 
activity, allow students to write their own poems 
and display them around the tree. Title the display 
Poetry Tree.

Tree of Genres  Write genres such as historical 
fiction, mystery, folktale, biography, poetry, etc., 
on the leaf clump accents. Make copies of the 
apple and acorn patterns (page 4). Place them 
in a resealable plastic bag. Attach the bag to 
the bottom of the bulletin board. Allow students 
to classify books they are reading into the 
corresponding genres. Have students write the 
titles of their books and short reviews of the books 
on enlarged patterns and attach them to the 
corresponding leaf accents on the Big Seasonal 
Tree. 

Math
Weather Graph  Cut a rectangular piece of 
chart paper to fit on the Big Seasonal Tree 
and draw lines on it to create a grid. Mark a 
number of columns on the grid and label each 
column with a different type of weather such 
as sunny, cloudy, snowy, rainy, etc. At the end 
of each day, allow a student to color a square 
in the column that correctly matches the day’s 
weather. For example, on a snowy day, a student 
would color one square in the column marked 
“snowy.” At the end of the month, have students 
calculate the total number of days of each kind 
of weather. To extend the activity, allow students 
to calculate the percentage of sunny days and/or 
the ratio of rainy days to sunny days, etc. 

Skill Practice  Review math skills with this 
activity. Display the Big Seasonal Tree in the 
center of a bulletin board. Make several copies 
of the apple and acorn patterns (page 4). Write 
a math problem such as 2 + 5 = ? on each 
pattern. Then, number each problem. Attach the 
patterns to the leaf clump accents. Be sure to 
attach them at the top so that the apple or the 
acorn can be lifted. Write the answer to each 
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Suggested Reading
The Giving Tree by Shel Silverstein 
(HarperCollins, 2004)

The Great Kapok Tree: A Tale of the 
Amazon Rain Forest by Lynne Cherry 
(Sandpiper, 2000)

Red Leaf, Yellow Leaf by Lois Ehlert 
(Harcourt Children’s Books, 1991)

Tell Me, Tree: All about Trees for Kids 
by Gail Gibbons (Little, Brown Books for 
Young Readers, 2002)

problem under the apple or the acorn on the 
leaf clump accent. Have each student number 
a sheet of paper and solve the problems. 
When students are finished, have them check 
their answers. To differentiate, number the 
leaf clumps and assign only certain leaf clump 
accents to struggling or excelling students. 

Science
Parts of a Tree  Cover a bulletin board with 
bulletin board paper. Display the Big Seasonal 
Tree on a bulletin board. Have students label 
the parts of a tree using index cards. Post index 
cards labeled leaves, buds, seeds, branches, 
bark, and roots by the Big Seasonal Tree. 
Discuss with students the meaning of each 
word and its purpose in the life of a tree. Have 
students place the index cards on the correct 
parts of the Big Seasonal Tree. For parts of a 
tree that are not featured on the Big Seasonal 
Tree, have students draw them on the bulletin 
board paper and label the drawings. 

Tree Foods  Ask students to name foods that 
grow on trees, such as pecans, apples, pears, 
etc. Allow students to use books, encyclopedias, 
and the Internet to help them brainstorm more 
foods. Write each food name on a copy of the 
apple pattern (page 4) and attach it to the 
tree. Have students choose one food from the 
apple patterns. Provide old magazines and have 
students cut out pictures of the foods. Then, let 
students glue the pictures on acorn accents 
(page 4). Display the apples and matching acorns 
around the Big Seasonal Tree. Title the display 
What Foods Grow on Trees? 

Save the Trees  Use the tree as a recycling 
center by placing recycling containers below 
the Big Seasonal Tree Bulletin Board. Have 
students write environmental tips such as 
Reuse grocery bags and Recycle cereal boxes 
on leaf clump accents. Title the center Go Out 
on a Limb—Recycle!

Social Studies
Our Trees  As a class, study each state’s or 
province’s official tree. Write each tree’s name 
and state or province on a sentence strip and 
display the strips around the Big Seasonal Tree. 
Have students illustrate or find pictures of each 
tree and then match the pictures or illustrations 
to the tree names. To extend the activity, place 
a map next to the display and connect each tree 
to its matching state or province with a piece of 
yarn. Title the display Our Trees.
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